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Abstract
Recently the design of the divertor tokamak test (DTT) Facility divertor has been modified and
consolidated. The new divertor design presents significant geometrical differences compared to
the previous ITER-like one, including the presence of a more flattened dome shape. This paper
presents a complete 3D numerical analysis of the neutral gas dynamics inside the DTT
subdivertor area for the latest divertor design. The analysis has been performed based on the
direct simulation Monte Carlo method by applying the DIVGAS simulator code.
SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE plasma simulations have been performed for a deuterium plasma
scenario at the maximum additional power in partially detached condition achieved by neon
impurity seeding and the extracted information about the neutral particles has been imposed as
incoming boundary conditions. The pumping efficiency of the DTT divertor is examined by
considering various cases with respect to the pumping probability and the effect of the toroidal
and poloidal leakages is quantified. The results show that a significant percentage of the
incoming flux of neutrals returns back to the plasma site through the entry gaps (60% for
deuterium and 40% for neon), and, consequentially, only a small percentage (∼2%–15%) of the
incoming flux can be pumped out from the system. The toroidal leakages affect significantly the
pumping performance of the divertor causing a significant decrease in the pumped flux (and also
in the pressure at the pumping opening) about 37%–47% and 43%–56% for deuterium and neon
respectively. It is discussed how many pumping ports are needed depending on the achievable
pumping performance per port. The number can be reduced by closing the toroidal gaps. The
analysis shows that enlarging the poloidal gaps by a factor of two causes a significant increase
in the poloidal flux losses by a factor 1.7. It is also illustrated how the presence of the cooling
pipes leads to conductance losses.

Keywords: divertor tokamak test facility (DTT), vacuum pumping, DSMC method,
particle exhaust, SolEdge2D-Eirene, pumped fluxes, neutral gas dynamics
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1. Introduction

The DTT facility has been charged with the challenge to test
the science of tokamak alternative divertor concepts under
integrated physics and technical conditions that can reliably
be extrapolated to DEMO (DEMOnstration power plant).
Divertor Tokamak Test (DTT) aims to conduct scale exper-
iments to find divertor solutions that can be well integrated
into the specific physical conditions and technological envir-
onment foreseen in the DEMO reactor [1, 2].

The divertor plays a fundamental role in the achievement
of the performance requested for a fusion reactor. In general,
in a fusion reactor the divertor design has to reconcile con-
flicting requirements coming from the main functionalities,
namely neutron shielding, heat removal and particle exhaust.
A thorough study of the divertor region is quite challenging
mainly due to its usual geometrical complexity but also for
the increased computational difficulties related to the signi-
ficant effect of particle collisions on the neutral gas dynam-
ics. In the divertor region, the neutral gas dynamics must be
described by the Boltzmann equation, for which even today
an analytical solution is impossible. The only numerical tool
that can reproduce accurately and reliably the solution of the
Boltzmann equation is the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
(DSMC) method proposed by Bird in 1963 [3, 4]. Wagner in
1992 [5] proved that the DSMC method solution is equivalent
to solving the Boltzmann equation itself for an adequate large
number of neutral gas particles. At the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology in Germany, a DSMC numerical code, namely the
DIVertor GAs Simulator (DIVGAS), has been developed, aim-
ing to simulate 2D/3D multispecies gas flows inside the diver-
tor region of fusion devices (i.e. tokamaks and stellarators).
The code has been already applied to study particle exhaust
in various fusion machines, such as the JT-60SA [6], JET sub-
divertor [7, 8] and DEMO [9, 10]. Recently in [11], the neutral
gas dynamics inside the DTT divertor has been analyzed using
the DIVGAS numerical tool. More specifically, using a sim-
plified 2D model for an ITER-like divertor, a first assessment
of the DTT divertor pumping performance was made assum-
ing various plasma puffing and pumping scenarios. Based on
the outcome of this work and also the design constraints, the
position and size of the pumping opening was determined. In
2022, the DTT divertor design changed significantly and it is
questionable whether the previous conclusions made for pre-
vious designs hold true for the new design. At the same time,
the new design is considered now stable and consolidated and
no major design modifications are expected in the near future.

Based on all of the above, it is evident that a thorough
investigation of the new divertor design is necessary. Hence,
in the present work the neutral gas flow in the sub-divertor area
of DTT is studied performing 3D simulations. The simulation
model is characterized by high geometrical complexity and
represents accurately the given divertor design. Various scen-
arios with varied attached pumping speed are considered and
the effect of the toroidal and poloidal leakages is investigated
in a very detailed manner. The corresponding SolEdge2D-
EIRENE plasma simulations have been performed and the

incoming boundary conditions between the plasma and diver-
tor sites are defined consistently. The obtained numerical res-
ults provide a very comprehensive information about the gas
flow field in the sub-divertor area and can further support the
ongoing design of the DTT particle exhaust system.

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, the DTT
divertor simulation model is presented and a detailed descrip-
tion of the various applied boundary conditions is provided.
In addition, section 2 describes the definition of the boundary
conditions at the entry gaps of the subdivertor region using
the SolEdge2D-EIRENE data. Next, in section 3 a brief sum-
mary of the implemented DSMC numerical approach is given
and all the values of the numerical parameters are defined. In
section 4, the numerical results are presented and discussed
in detail. Finally, section 5 presents a summary of the present
work and the main findings are pointed out.

2. 3D DTT divertor simulation model and boundary
conditions

The complete simulation model applied in this work is shown
in figure 1 and constitutes a faithful representation, based on
the most recent design, of about half of a 20◦ sector out of
the 18 sectors in total that form the entire DTT divertor ring.
As it can be seen in figure 1, the inner surface of the vacuum
vessel along with the back surfaces of the divertor targets and
the flattened dome, form the outer wall surfaces of the 10.8◦

simulation model. The poloidal gaps between the divertor cas-
settes (black surfaces) as well as the toroidal gaps between
the targets and the vacuum vessel (red surfaces) are included
in the present model and extended analysis of their effect on
the divertor pumping efficiency is performed in this work.
In addition, the model includes a detailed representation of
the internal structures, namely the toroidal magnetic coils, the
divertor cassette as well as the cooling pipes. The bottom view
of the model, shown in figure 1, illustrates the shape of the
pumping opening with a total area of 0.151 m2, which leads
through the pumping ducts to the actual pumps (both ducts and
pumps are not shown in figure 1). Note that not all 18 pump-
ing openings of the divertor ring (one pumping opening per
sector) will be available for pumping and based on the current
pumping design status, the desired number of pumping open-
ings is 9–10. It should be noted that the choice of the present
model was made taking into account that it allows a systematic
study of the effect of various three-dimensional geometrical
effects.

In the present 3D simulation model, the neutral particles
enter the domain through the inner (light blue surfaces) and
the outer (dark blue surfaces) entry gaps. Since the neutral-
neutral collisions are taken into account, the neutrals can inter-
act with each other as well as with the surrounding solid
walls (i.e. back surface of the targets and the dome, inner sur-
face of the vacuum vessel, magnetic coils, walls of the diver-
tor cassette and the external walls of the cooling pipes) of
the simulation domain. When the neutrals interact with the
open gaps (poloidal and toroidal), the particles are completely
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Figure 1. Different views of the simulated 10.8◦ DTT divertor model.

removed, thereby forming the corresponding poloidal and tor-
oidal neutral fluxes through the leakages. It is also possible
some particles to pass through the inner and the outer entry
gaps towards the plasma core creating the inner and outer out-
fluxes respectively. The pumping process across the pumping
opening is performed as follows: assuming a given pumping
probability 0.05⩽ ξ ⩽ 0.3 (i.e. the probability of a neutral
to be pumped) the neutrals can be pumped from the pump-
ing opening. In this sense, the pumping opening may be con-
sidered essentially as a solid absorption surface, assuming that
particles hitting the openings are absorbed with a probability ξ
or can be reflected diffusely backwards to the divertor volume
with probability 1− ξ based on an isotropic Maxwellian dis-
tribution. It should be pointed out that the selected range for the
pumping probability represents the range that can be provided
by the cryogenic pump solution which has been decided to
be used in DTT. At the side surfaces A and B (see bottom
view in figure 1), the particles are specularly reflected back
into the simulation domain to mimic their toroidal motion.
Previous 3D DEMO divertor simulations [9] showed that such
a choice describes effectively the toroidal symmetry condi-
tions imposed on these two side surfaces. The temperature of
the inner surface of the vacuum vessel, the magnetic coils, the

walls of the divertor cassette and the external walls of the cool-
ing pipes are kept at 343 K, while the back surfaces of the
targets and the dome are kept at 353 K. Furthermore, in the
present work the wall recombination of atomic deuterium to
molecular deuterium has been included, which is considered to
be the prevailing reaction at the expected temperatures. Within
this gas-surface interaction process, deuterium atoms when
impacting the wall are recombined to deuterium molecules
based on a given recombination probability according to the
provided database in [12] for tungsten. The rest of the deu-
terium atoms as well as neon particles are backscattered from
the wall with a Maxwellian distribution function based on the
wall temperature.

The imposed boundary conditions assume that a gas mix-
ture consisting of molecular deuterium (D), and neon (Ne)
enters the sub-divertor area through the inner and the outer
entry gaps, based on the number density and temperature pro-
files provided by 2D SolEdge2D-EIRENE plasma simula-
tions. Between the different plasma conditions studied with
edge modeling, for the current analysis we have considered
the most interesting scenario in terms of neutral dynamic
which is the DTT operation at the maximum additional power
(Paux = 45 MW) in partially detached condition achieved by
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Table 1. SolEdge2D-Eirene overall fluxes to the inlet areas over the whole divertor ring Φ net [s−1], incoming fluxes to the inlet areas over
the entire divertor ring ΦDR

in [s−1], and incoming particle fluxes Φ in [s
−1] finally assumed in the present simulations at the inner and outer

entry gaps of the model (see figure 2).

species

Total overall flux across the
entire divertor ring ΦDR

net [s
−1]

Total incoming flux across the
entire divertor ring ΦDR

in [s−1]
Incoming flux across

the inlet areas Φ in [s
−1]

Inner entry gap Outer entry gap Inner entry gap Outer entry gap Inner entry gap Outer entry gap

D 2.98 × 1022 5.46 × 1022 6.93 × 1023 1.61 × 1024 2.08 × 1022 4.82 × 1022

Ne 2.86 × 1020 7.26 × 1020 3.57 × 1021 9.07 × 1021 1.07 × 1020 2.72 × 1020

Figure 2. SolEdge2D-Eirene density and overall temperature profiles of neutrals at the inner and outer particle entry gaps.

neon impurity seeding. We have selected this scenario because
the partially detached state provides stationary plasma opera-
tion compatible with the tungsten divertor and meanwhile it
provides the highest pressures in the divertor region, which
correspond also to the maximum throughput provided by
the pumping system. The imposed puffing rate values for
deuterium and neon were ΓD = 8.4 × 1022 D s−1 and
ΓNe = 1 × 1021 Ne s−1 respectively. It is noted that, in the
SolEdge2D-EIRENE plasma simulations the subdivertor area
is not included and the inner and the outer entry gap surfaces
are modeled as pumping surfaces, with a given capture coef-
ficient (albedo = 1-capture coefficient) namely 0.957 at the
inner gap surface and 0.966 at the outer surface for deuterium
and 0.92 for both surfaces for neon. Based on these albedo val-
ues, as shown in the second and third column of table 1, about
35% of the total deuterium puffing flux ΓD escapes through
the inner entry gap and 65% through the outer entry gap, with
the corresponding percentages for neon being 28% and 72%
respectively. In the DIVGAS simulations, the molecular deu-
terium (D), and neon (Ne) particles enter the domain according
to the following flux (expressed in particles s−1):

Φ in =
An
4

√
8kBT
πm

, (1)

where, A is the area of the inner and the outer entry gaps, kB
is the Boltzmann constant and m is the mass of the considered
species. The temperatures T for each species in equation (1)
were extracted from the SolEdge2D-EIRENE plasma simula-
tion, while the number density n has been calculated numeric-
ally, in order the incoming fluxedΦ in imposed in the DIVGAS

simulations at the inner and the outer entry surfaces for each
species to be equal to the corresponding SolEdge2D-EIRENE
incoming flux of the same surfaces. The number density is con-
sidered to be uniformly distributed in the toroidal direction.
The relation between the incoming fluxes to the entry surfaces
(inner and outer) and the total overall flux, both expressed for
the whole divertor ring, is defined as

ΦDR
in =

ΦDR
net

1− albedo
, (2)

and the obtained values of the partial incoming fluxes for the
whole divertor ring are given in the fourth and fifth columns
of the table 1. The final values of the incoming flux Φ in for
deuterium and neon across the inner and the outer entry gaps
of the simulation model are deduced by normalizing the val-
ues of the total incoming fluxΦDR

in according to the ratio of the
corresponding areas, i.e. AModel

Inner/Outergaps/A
DR
Inner/Outergaps = 1/33.

The values of the incoming flux Φ in are shown in the last two
columns of table 1, while the corresponding poloidal dens-
ity and the temperature distributions are shown in figure 2.
It is noted that, the density points shown in figure 2, have
been calculated so that the particle fluxes obtained from the
Maxwellian distributions follow qualitatively and quantitat-
ively the actual fluxes obtained as output from the SolEdge2D-
EIRENE plasma simulations. The overall particle balance
inside the sub-divertor regions can be expressed as follows:

Φ in =Φ pumped +Φ toroidal leakages +Φ poloidal leakages +Φ outflux,
(3)
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where Φ pumped is the flux through the pumping opening,
Φ toroidal leakages and Φ poloidal leakages are the fluxes through
the toroidal and poloidal leakages respectively, and Φ outflux =
Φ inner entry gap +Φ outer entry gap is the total flux of particles
through the entry gaps towards the plasma site. In the particle
flux balance equation (3), all the fluxes appearing on the right
hand-side of the equation are unknown and obtained as part of
the solution, while the particle flux Φ in, as described above,
is an input and is provided by the SolEdge2D-EIRENE sim-
ulations. In all simulations performed in the present work the
equation (3) is fully satisfied.

3. Numerical method and numerical parameters

The only reliable mathematical tool for describing the neutral
gas behaviour in the whole range of the gas collisionality, is
the Boltzmann equation (BE). Nowadays, themost widespread
and dominant method of solving the Boltzmann equation is the
stochastic DSMCmethod [3]. In the DSMCmethod, the com-
putational volume is discretised into computational volume
elements, and the motion of the DSMC particles, which rep-
resent a larger number of the actual gas molecules, is tracked
in time. At each discrete time step, two uncoupled steps take
place, i.e. first the ballisticmotion of themolecules in the phys-
ical space as well as the interaction with the solid walls and the
open surfaces, and second the intermolecular collisions. The
quantities of practical interest are calculated by sufficiently
sampling the properties of the computational particles con-
tained in each computational volume element. In the present
work the collisions between the particles aremodelled with the
robust no-time-counter scheme (NTC), supplemented by the
variable hard sphere (VHS) model [13]. The viscosity indexes
of molecular deuterium (D2), atomic deuterium (D) and neon
(Ne) are taken equal to ω = 0.7, 0.74 and 0.67 respectively in
order for the VHS model viscosity to match the experimental
viscosity values [14, 15] in a wide range of the gas temper-
ature from 300 K to 2000 K with a maximum deviation of
less than 3%. The model VHS molecular diameters of D, D2,
and Ne are taken equal to dD = 0.281 nm, dD2 = 0.260 nm
and dNe = 0.248 nm respectively, in order that the VHS model
reproduces the viscosity experimental data [14] at the refer-
ence temperature of 1000 K. The internal energy exchange
during binary collisions of diatomic molecular deuterium
among the gas mixture was modeled in accordance with the
Borgnakke–Larsen phenomenological model [16]. The aver-
age number of particles in each simulation ranges between
300× 106 and 500× 106. The number of grid cells in all sim-
ulations is equal to 40 × 106. In all the present simulations,
the time step ∆t = 0.1 µs is chosen to be sufficiently smaller
than the cell traversal time, defined as ∆x/u0 with u0 being the
most probable speed of the lighter particles and ∆x is the cell
size, in order to avoid light particles flying long distances. This
number assures that the statistical scattering of macroscopic
quantities along the computational domain is sufficiently low.
In order to reduce the relative statistical scattering of the mac-
roscopic quantities up to a value significantly smaller than the
adopted uncertainty 5%, the macroscopic quantities have been

obtained by time averaging over 9 × 106 time steps. The sim-
ulations of this work were performed on the MARCONI HPC
and also partially on the HoreKa supercomputer using 4096
CPUs for each case (3–4 different values of ξ ), and the typical
time for reaching steady state conditions was approximately
one week for each pumping probability ξ .

4. Results and discussion

In this section, the obtained numerical results are presented
and discussed. The present three-dimensional computational
geometry allows the systematic study of various 3D geomet-
rical effects on the pumping performance of the DTT divertor.
A very extensive parametric analysis is performed considering
the following four cases:

• Case A: this case corresponds to the reference scenario,
where the leakages through the toroidal and poloidal gaps
as well as the presence of all cooling pipes are considered
(see figure 1). Because of the flux losses through the open
gaps low pumping efficiency is expected for this case, and it
will be used as a reference point for examining the pumping
performance of the other cases.

• Case B: in this case the effect of the toroidal gaps is invest-
igated, by considering them completely closed. The only
difference with the case A is that the interaction of the
particles with the toroidal openings is modeled according
to the gas-wall interaction model applied for all other solid
walls of the divertor. Clearly this is an ideal case, which
however demonstrates themaximum particle flux that can be
achieved by completely eliminating particle losses from the
toroidal gaps. In addition, the zero neutral gas flux through
the toroidal gaps imposed at this case, makes it as close as
possible to the SOLEDGE2D-EIRENE setup.

• Case C: in this case the effect of the size of the poloidal gaps
(space between the divertor cassettes) on the pumping effi-
ciency of the divertor is studied by increasing their average
width by a factor of two, i.e. from 1 cm to 2 cm.

• Case D: in this case, the cooling pipes located underneath
the inner and the outer entry gaps and between the flattened
dome and the targets on the divertor have been completely
removed in order to quantify the reduction in the divertor
pumping capacity due to the presence of the cooling tubes.
Hence, in contrast to case A, in case D the particles can enter
the sub-deflector area without the neutral trajectories being
blocked by the presence of the tubes.

For all the aforementioned cases, a wide range of values of the
pumping probability, i.e. 0.05⩽ ξ ⩽ 0.3, is studied highlight-
ing the response of the pumping system in each case. Next, the
results for the cases A, B, C, and D are categorized according
to the various quantities of practical and theoretical interest.

4.1. Particle fluxes

In figure 3, all the particle fluxes appearing in the particle bal-
ance of the present 3D model for the case A, i.e. the pumped
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Figure 3. Various particle fluxes of deuterium (left) and neon (right) as percentage of the total incoming flux (inner + outer entry gaps) vs
pumping probability ξ for the case A.

Figure 4. Percentage of the total outflux that passes through the inner entry gap (IEG) in the case of deuterium (left) and neon (right). The
total outfluxes in the denominator represent the corresponding individual overall outfluxes of deuterium and neon.

flux, the outflow and the fluxes through the poloidal and tor-
oidal leakages, are shown as a function of the pumping prob-
ability ξ . In all cases the corresponding partial particle fluxes
are expressed as a percentage of the partial incoming flux. The
partial fluxes of deuterium and neon are presented instead of
the overall mixture fluxes (which can be easily obtained as
the sum of the corresponding partial ones), since in that way
a very detailed analysis on the divertor pumping capabilities
for different components of the mixture is allowed. Note, that
the partial incoming flux remains the same for all values of
the pumping probability ξ and its values were derived from
the SolEdge2D-EIRENE simulations as provided in the last
two columns of table 1. It is seen that for all values of ξ ,
equation (1) is fully satisfied, highlighting the always present
particle balance within the divertor volume. The results show
that for both deuterium and neon, only a very small percentage
of the incoming flux is pumped out of the system and this per-
centage for 0.05⩽ ξ ⩽ 0.3 varies from 2% to 15 %. However,
the total outflux remains always the highest percentage (about
60% for deuterium and 40% for neon) of the incoming flux and
is slightly affected by the pumping probability ξ . However,
despite the fact that the absolute differences with respect to
ξ in the outflux remain small, the absolute numbers of the
outflux are large, and for ξ = 0.05 and 0.3 the outflux values
read as 4.37× 1022 s−1and 4.28× 1022 s−1 for deuterium and
1.61× 1020 s−1 and 1.52× 1020 s−1 for neon respectively. As
shown in figure 4, in case A about 40%–45% of this aforemen-
tioned high observed total outflux escapes through the inner
inlet gap back to the plasma site and the rest escapes through

the outer entry gap. This is justified by the fact that the incom-
ing flux through the inner entry gap is essentially lower com-
pared to that at the outer entry gap (see table 1). The results also
indicate that particle flux losses through poloidal and toroidal
leakages are very significant and for the case of deuterium and
neon constitute 27%–35%and 45%–56%of the incoming flux,
respectively.

Figure 5 illustrates the particle fluxes of case B as a function
of ξ . In case B the toroidal gaps are treated by the particles as
solid walls leading to zero flux through these surfaces. In order
to better understand the effect of the toroidal leakages, the indi-
vidual particle fluxes of case B are normalized to the corres-
ponding ones of case A. It is observed that, by sealing the tor-
oidal gaps the previously high particle flux losses through the
toroidal gaps observed in case A, are distributed mainly to the
pumping port and to the poloidal gaps, with the outflux slightly
affected. The absence of toroidal leakages causes a significant
increase in the pumped flux by a factor of 1.6–1.9 and 1.8–2.3
for deuterium and neon, respectively, while the losses through
the poloidal leakages increase by a factor of 1.4–1.7 for deu-
terium and 1.7–1.9 for neon. These substantially high pumped
fluxes that can be achieved in case B indicate the importance
of eliminating the toroidal leakages as much as possible.

Next, the discussion on the particles fluxes continues in
figure 6 presenting the data for case C. To facilitate compar-
ison with the reference case A, the ratio ΦCase C/ΦCase A is
plotted as a function of ξ in the range 0.05⩽ ξ ⩽ 0.3. The
results show that widening the poloidal gaps by a factor of 2
causes a significant increase in the poloidal flux losses by a
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Figure 5. Various particle flux ratios ΦCase B/ΦCase A as a function of the pumping probability ξ . The results for deuterium and neon are
shown on the left and the right, respectively.

Figure 6. Various particle flux ratios ΦCase C/ΦCase A as a function of the pumping probability ξ . The results for deuterium and neon are
shown on the left and the right, respectively.

factor 1.7 with respect to that for case A. This implies that
there is a strong, but less than linear, relationship between the
poloidal gap width and the poloidal particle flux losses. In
addition, in order to maintain the particle balance inside the
subdivertor region, the mentioned increase in the poloidal gap
width almost independently of the pumping probability leads
to a decrease in the pumped flux, outflux and toroidal flux
losses about 14%–16%, 4%–10% and 20%–25% respectively.
It is noted that the aforementioned factors are only negligibly
affected by the pumping probability ξ , and can be applied as
a good approximation to both deuterium and neon.

From figures 3, 5 and 6, it can be seen that the outflux
remains always the highest percentage of the incoming flux.
It is obvious that one reason for the observed high outflux
could be the presence of the cooling tubes at the subdivertor
entry gaps which lead to additional backwards reflections of
the incoming neutral particles. Thus, in figure 7, the particle
fluxes of case D (without cooling pipes) are compared to the
reference case A (with cooling pipes). The figure shows, that
the cooling pipes increase the overall outflux through the entry
gaps by a factor of about 1.3 and 1.5 in the case of deuterium
and neon respectively. This numerical finding indicates that
the high observed outflow (about 60%) of case A is not solely
due to the presence of the cooling pipes at the entry gaps. It
is clearly seen that the presence of the cooling pipes causes a
decrease in the pumped flux about 24%–30%. It is also inter-
esting that for case D, as it is shown in figure 4, in the case of
deuterium the outflux is almost symmetrically distributed in
the inner and the outer entry gaps, while in the case of neon, in

contrast to the other examined cases A–C, the greater percent-
age (about 65%–69%) of the overall outflux passes through
the inner entry gap.

4.2. Pressure and temperature distributions

In figure 8, the mixture pressure contours across the pumping
opening are presented for various values of the pumping prob-
ability ξ as well as for all cases A–D. As it is clearly demon-
strated, the pressure is not uniform along the pumping opening
and in all examined cases and values of ξ , the highest values
are observed on the inner side of the opening, while the pres-
sure drops towards the outer side of the opening. It is observed
that as ξ increases, the pressure over the whole pumping area
decreases, due to the corresponding increase in the amount of
particles that are pumped out through the pumping opening.
By examining the differences between the different cases the
following qualitative conclusions can be drawn: The highest
pressure in the pumping opening is achieved by closing the tor-
oidal leakages (Case B), the increase in the poloidal gap width
(Case C) causes a small drop in the pressure at the pumping
opening, and while the presence of the cooling pipes (Case A
vs Case D) at the entry gaps reduces the pressure at the pump-
ing opening. In order to have a quantitative assessment of the
pressure differences between the various cases, figure 9 shows
the average partial pressures of molecular deuterium, atomic
deuterium and neon at the pumping opening for various values
of ξ . In all cases the pressure of atomic deuterium is very small
compared to that ofmolecular deuterium and this is justified by
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Figure 7. Various particle flux ratios ΦCase D/ΦCase A as a function of the pumping probability ξ . The results for deuterium and neon are
shown on the left and the right, respectively.

the intense formation of a large amount of incoming deuterium
atoms into deuterium molecules due to the surface recombin-
ation process that takes place at the surrounding divertor solid
walls. Furthermore, the neon pressure at the pumping opening
is about two orders of magnitude smaller compared to that of
molecular deuterium and one order of magnitude smaller com-
pared to atomic deuterium. This pressure difference between
neon and deuterium is in line with the large difference in the
imposed incoming fluxes (about two orders of magnitude), as
is easily seen in table 1. Depending on ξ , the overall deuterium
pressure ranges between 2–3 Pa, 3–5.6 Pa, 1.7–2.4 Pa and 2.8–
4 Pa for the cases A, B, C, and D, respectively, while the cor-
responding neon pressure ranges are 0.033–0.035 Pa, 0.061–
0.076 Pa, 0.029–0.030 Pa, and 0.046–0.050 Pa. In figure 10,
the corresponding mixture temperature contours are shown. In
all cases, the temperature presents the same qualitative beha-
viour, namely high values at the central part of the pumping
opening (353–395 K) and lower values (344–356 K) close to
the walls. The temperature presents the opposite behaviour
to that previously mentioned for pressure with respect to the
pumping probability ξ , namely it increases as ξ increases. The
reason is that as ξ increases a smaller number of particles is
reflected back to the divertor volume from the pumping open-
ing, preventing in this way the cooling of the incoming stream
of the hotter molecules towards the pumping opening. It is also
evident that the highest temperatures are observed for the case
D, and this is explained by the fact that in absence of the cool-
ing pipes at the entry gaps the neutrals particles enter the sub-
divertor hotter and eventually reach the pumping opening with
a higher temperature compared to the cases A–C, in which a
large amount of the hot incoming particles after colliding with
the cooling pipes enter the subdivertor region at the temperat-
ure of the cooling pipes. Based on the pressure and temperature
values shown in figures 9 and 10, the average Knudsen num-
ber, defined as Kn= 1/

√
2nDhπd2ref where n= P/kBT is the

local mixture density, dref = (dD2 + dD + dNe)/3= 0.263 nm
is the mean reference molecular diameter, andDh = 0.333m is
the hydraulic diameter of the pumping opening, can be estim-
ated. The average Knudsen number for the cases A, B, C, and
D, is varying in the ranges 0.015–0.024, 0.008–0.015, 0.019–
0.028 and 0.012–0.018, respectively. These values of the

Knudsen number correspond to a neutral gas flow dominated
by the neutral collisions which underlines the necessity to
employ the full Boltzmann equation to describe the situation
properly.

As such a parametric variation of 3D effects is not available
in literature, the study of the pressure and temperature vari-
ation inside the sub-divertor is further deepened by presenting
in figures 11–14 the pressure and temperature contours at three
vertical cross-sections in the toroidal direction. The contours
in figures 11 and 13 correspond to a weak pumping scenario
(ξ = 0.05), while the contours figures 12 and 14 to a strong
pumping scenario (ξ = 0.3), while for each one all the cases
A-D are shown. In all the examined cases A–D, the change in
pressure follows the same behaviour, i.e. increased values in
the area between the divertor cassette and the flattened dome
as well as in the area formed between the divertor cassette,
the vacuum vessel and the magnetic coil, and then decreases
as we approach the pumping opening. By comparing the pres-
sure contours at different cross sections, it is also evident
that the pressure variation in the toroidal direction is not very
significant. Also, it is shown that the cases B and D are char-
acterized by higher pressures (∼5.6–7.5 Pa is the maximum
below the divertor cassette at ξ = 0.05) compared to the cases
A and C (∼4.5–5.3 Pa is the maximum below the divertor
cassette at ξ = 0.05). With respect to the effect of the pump-
ing probability on the subdivertor pressure, it is seen that for
the cases A, C and D, the increase in ξ causes a more pro-
nounced pressure drop, mainly in the right part of the divertor
and in the vicinity of the pumping opening, while for case B
the pressure decreases more uniformly in the entire divertor
volume. Regarding the temperature contours, it is clearly seen
that for all cases A–D the neutral gas temperature remains
high near the entry gap inlets and then reduces significantly
below the divertor cassette and close to the pumping opening,
where the neutrals collide intensively with the surrounding
solid walls. However, in the areas to the right and left of the
divertor the temperature remains high and in all cases above
500 K. It is also clearly demonstrated that the increase in
the pumping probability always increases the temperature in
the area above the pumping opening. This last observation
is in line with the aforementioned comments on the
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Figure 8. Overall pressure contours at the pumping opening for the cases A, B, C, and D and for various values of ξ .
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Figure 9. Average partial pressures of molecular deuterium (top), atomic deuterium (middle) and neon (bottom) at the pumping opening for
various values of ξ .

temperature contours across the pumping opening presented in
figure 10.

4.3. Pumping speed

As it is shown in the previous subsections, varying the
pumping probability ξ provides a unique opportunity to invest-
igate parametrically the neutral gas dynamics inside the sub-
divertor area and to compare the various examined cases on
the same basis (i.e. the same pumping probability). The role
of introducing a variable pumping probability ξ is to decouple
the divertor particle exhaust behaviour from the technological
solution of the vacuum pumping system. In practice, in order
to assess the pumping efficiency of the divertor and to determ-
ine the pumping requirements it is important to know the
relation between the pumping probability ξ and the effect-
ive pumping speed, both defined at the pumping opening. This
information can be extracted with the present simulations and
is given in figure 15, in which the function Sp (ξ ) is plotted for

the cases A–D. It is noted that the effective pumping speed Sp
has been calculated as follows:

Sp (ξ ) =
Φ pumped (ξ )

n̄(ξ )
, (4)

where,Φ pumped is the pumped flux (per pumping opening) and
n̄ is the average number density across the pumping open-
ing. The results indicate that the pumping speed Sp per pump-
ing opening can be considered fairly (within 10% accuracy)
as a linear function of ξ , with the deuterium pumping speed
being always higher than the neon one by a factor of about
2.3. It has to be noted, however, that the cryopump system
currently envisaged to be installed at DTT, is linked with dif-
ferent capture coefficients for heavy and light species, so that
the apparent pumping speed difference is partly compensated.
With respect to the different cases A–D, a small variation in
pumping speed is observed, with the results for case D com-
ing out slightly higher compared to the others. Overall, for
0.05⩽ ξ ⩽ 0.3, the pumping speed per pumping opening for
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Figure 10. Overall temperature contours at the pumping opening for the cases A, B, C, and D and for various values of ξ .
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Figure 11. Overall pressure contours at different vertical cross sections for the cases A, B, C, and D and for ξ = 0.05.
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Figure 12. Overall pressure contours at different vertical cross sections for the cases A, B, C, and D and for ξ = 0.3.
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Figure 13. Overall temperature contours at different vertical cross sections for the cases A, B, C, and D and for ξ = 0.05.
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Figure 14. Overall temperature contours at different vertical cross sections for the cases A, B, C, and D and for ξ = 0.3.
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Figure 15. Pumping speed Sp [m3 s−1] per pumping opening vs.
pumping probability ξ in the case of deuterium and neon and for the
cases A, B, C, and D.

deuterium and neon is obtained as 2.7⩽ Sp ⩽ 21 m3 s−1 and
1.2⩽ Sp ⩽ 8.8 m3 s−1 respectively. It is noted that, the deu-
terium throughput for the same range of ξ varies between 8
and 40 Pa m3 s−1.

Based on the provided values for the pumping speed Sp per
opening, it is interesting to study the relation between the over-
all flux over the whole divertor ring and the pumping speed per
opening and thereby examine the different pumping require-
ments with respect to the cases A–D. In figure 16, the over-
all pumped flux for the whole divertor ring is plotted as a
function of the pumping speed per opening, assuming differ-
ent scenarios with respect to the number of available pumping
openings in the toroidal direction. In this analysis, we assume
that all the openings have the same pumping speed, and addi-
tionally, that the divertor ring pumped flux can be described
simply asΦ pumped ×No of openings. This assumption implies
that the additional conductance effects coming from the diver-
tor cassettes that are not centrally pumped are neglected, which
seems to be justified on the basis of previous works on con-
ductance modelling made for the ITER divertor [17]. In that
way, the divertor ring pumped flux is believed to be some-
what overestimated with respect to the actual one, which could
be obtained simulating the whole divertor ring, which even
nowadays appears to be a task of tremendously high computa-
tional effort. In figure 16, the corresponding pumping require-
ments (defined by the imposed, i.e. ΓD = 8.4 × 1022 D s−1

and ΓNe = 1 × 1021 Ne s−1, see table 1) for deuterium and
neon are shown by the dashed lines. Under steady state con-
ditions, for a given pumping speed per opening and a num-
ber of available pumping openings the overall particle bal-
ance, i.e. ΓD/Ne =Φ pumped,D+D2/Ne ×No of openings, should
be satisfied. The results show that for deuterium and base case
A, using the maximum available number of openings (=18) a
minimum pumping speed of 10 m3 s−1 per opening is required
to satisfy the overall particle balance, while for the cases B, C,
and D, the corresponding minimum pumping speed is about
4 m3 s−1, 13 m3 s−1 and 7 m3 s−1, respectively. On the other

hand, if the attached pumping speed could be doubled (pump-
ing speed of 20 m3 s−1), the minimum required number of
openings to satisfy the pumping requirements for the cases
A, B, C, and D is 10, 8, 14 and 8 respectively. The current
state of the pumping system design aims at using half of the
available openings for pumping, i.e. only 9–10 out of 18 open-
ings. More specifically, the results for case A show that with
only 10 openings available, the pumping speed per opening
would have to be about 20 m3 s−1 per opening, correspond-
ing to a ξ of about 0.3 (see figure 15), which is clearly at
the upper limit of what is technically feasible given the nar-
row port geometry with trapezoidal cross-section. But the res-
ults also show that, by completely eliminating toroidal leak-
ages, or limiting them as much as possible (e.g. by installing
closure baffles) and at the same time limiting the effect of
the cooling pipes (e.g. by reducing the number of pipes),
the current divertor can meet the aforementioned limiting
requirements.

4.4. Effect of the incoming neutral flux

In section 4.3 above, we discussed the necessary number of
ports to close the particle balance at given plasma scenario and
for the four divertor cases. In the present section, we want to
better understand the effect of the incoming particle flux on
the divertor neutral quantities which allows for a first order
estimation of the variations of the pumping efficiency with
respect to the inlet conditions. It is important to emphasize
that this is only done in order to develop a feeling for the sens-
itivity of the incoming flux boundary condition on our find-
ings, as the plasma scenario has not been adapted. The cal-
culations have been repeated for a hypothetical incoming flux
Φ in,D/Ne = 0.65×ΦTable 1

in,D/Ne at otherwise unchanged conditions.
Figure 17 compares the found results with the ones obtained
for Φ in,D/Ne =ΦTable 1

in,D/Ne. Interestingly, the results show that for
all examined cases A-D, a 35% decrease in the incoming flux
causes the same decrease in the pumped flux. This implies that,
at least for small variations of the incoming flux, the found
pumping behaviour is characteristic for the divertor particle
exhaust capability at the given plasma scenario. Regarding
the effect of the incoming flux reduction on the subdivertor
pressure, although the same qualitative behaviour has been
observed as shown in figures 11–12, the pressure is affected
only quantitatively. In figure 18, the average partial pressures
of D, D2, and Ne are shown for the cases A–D in the case of
the hypothetical incoming flux of Φ in,D/Ne = 0.65×ΦTable 1

in,D/Ne.
By comparing the pressure values in figure 18 with the cor-
responding ones in figure 9 for Φ in,D/Ne =ΦTable 1

in,D/Ne and for the
same value of ξ (i.e. same pumping speed), it is observed that
a percentage decrease in the pumped flux about 35%, leads
to a significant percentage decrease in the partial pressures
about 55%–68%, 29%–32%, 32%–34% for D, D2, and Ne,
respectively.

We tried also to compare it quantitatively against experi-
ments from AUG values in [18], in which the gas puff rate
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Figure 16. Overall pumped flux [s−1] vs pumping speed per opening [m3 s−1] as a function of number of ports for deuterium (left) and
neon (right) and for cases A, B, C and D. The target puffing fluxes are shown by dashed lines.

varied and the divertor pressure was measured at different con-
nected pumping speeds. In [18], the experimental measure-
ments in AUG show that in equilibrium the subdivertor neut-
ral pressure is proportional to the gas puff rate for a given
pumping speed. In order to assess whether the present results

follow the aforementioned qualitative behaviour of the experi-
mental measurements in [18], in figure 19, the present numer-
ical data for the pressure at the pumping opening are plot-
ted as a function of the overall pumped flux considering the
cases Φ in,D/Ne = 0.65×ΦTable 1

in,D/Ne and Φ in,D/Ne =ΦTable 1
in,D/Ne. The
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Figure 17. Pumped fluxes per opening for deuterium (left) and neon (right) vs ξ in the case of Φ in,D/Ne =ΦTable 1
in,D/Ne (filled symbols) and

Φ in,D/Ne = 0.65×ΦTable 1
in,D/Ne (empty symbols).

Figure 18. Average partial pressures of molecular deuterium (top), atomic deuterium (middle) and neon (bottom), at the pumping opening
for various values of ξ in the case of an hypothetical incoming flux Φ in,D/Ne = 0.65×ΦTable 1

in,D/Ne.
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Figure 19. Average overall mixture pressure at the pumping
opening vs overall net pumped flux per pumping opening. Data for
Φ in,D/Ne =ΦTable 1

in,D/Ne and Φ in,D/Ne = 0.65×ΦTable 1
in,D/Ne are shown with

the filled and empty symbols respectively. The results for the cases
A, B, C, D are shown with squares, triangles, gradients and
diamonds respectively.

results for all the cases A, B, C and D are grouped accord-
ing to the values of the pumping probability ξ (or pumping
speed). As it can be seen, the present numerical data repro-
duce the qualitative picture extracted from the AUG experi-
ments and confirm the linear relationship between the pressure
at the pumping opening and the pumped flux. The pumping
speed always stands as the constant of proportionality in the
relationship of the number density and the pumped flux.

5. Concluding remarks

In the present work, a systematic study of the pumping per-
formance of the latest DTT divertor design is carried out
assuming various pumping scenarios with respect to the pump-
ing probability. In this framework, the 3D simulation model
covered a sector with all the internal structures, namely mag-
netic coils, cooling pipes, divertor cassette and supporting
structures. The choice of themodel wasmade, on the one hand,
to balance the significantly increased computational needs of
a three-dimensional analysis, but also to allow the system-
atic study of various three-dimensional effects that cannot be
described by the corresponding two-dimensional approach.
The base case in which all the toroidal and poloidal leakages
are taken into account was defined. Three additional cases
have been considered in order to investigate the influence of
the size of the poloidal gaps, the permeability of the toroidal
gaps by the neutrals, as well as the influence of the cooling
pipes on the neutral gas flow. SolEdge2D-EIRENE deuterium
plasma simulations at the maximum additional power in par-
tially detached condition achieved by neon impurity seeding
have been used and the corresponding boundary conditions
for the present simulations of the subdivertor area have been
extracted.

Scrutinizing the obtained numerical results, the most
important conclusions can be summarized as follows:

• The analysis showed that the cooling pipes underneath the
entry gaps reduce the pumping efficiency causing a decrease
in the pumped flux about 24%–30%.

• The toroidal leakages affect significantly the pumping per-
formance of the divertor causing a significant decrease in the
pumped flux about 37%–47% and 43%–56% for deuterium
and neon respectively. Same percentages apply also for the
pressure at the pumping opening.

• The neutral flux through poloidal leakages constitutes of
about 12%–17% of the incoming flux. The analysis showed
that enlarging the poloidal gaps by a factor of two causes
a significant increase in the poloidal flux losses by a factor
1.7.

• The results show that using the maximum available number
of openings (=18) a minimum pumping speed of 10 m3 s−1

per opening is required to satisfy the pumping requirements,
while assuming a pumping speed of 20 m3 s−1 the minimum
required number of openings is ten. To relax the pumping
speed requirement which is not easy to meet for the given
port geometry, one should close the toroidal leakages as
much as possible. Limiting the effect of cooling tubes (e.g.
by reducing the number of tubes) is also useful, but is under-
stood to be more complex to implement.

• A sensitivity analysis on the incoming neutral flux at
unchanged plasma conditions showed that a decrease in the
incoming fluxes causes the same decrease in the pumped
flux, and a quantitatively similar reduction in the partial
pressures at the pumping opening. In addition, the decrease
in the incoming fluxes affects only slightly the pumping
speed. The numerical results were found to be consistent
with the previous published experimental data in AUG.

Overall, this study provides a complete overview of the pump-
ing performance of the current DTT design and reveals poten-
tial limitations from the neutral pumping point of view. It is
noted that, the obtained results provide quantitative and qual-
itative indication of the pumping divertor performance for a
reference plasma scenario. This paper shows the level of diver-
tor complexity that can be adopted in the numerical modeling
and the type of conclusions that can be drawn based on such
studies.
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